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moments which can be independent of one another. Hence
the reduction effect can vary even with equal potentials at
different oloetnxles, which is true, for example, with caffeine
at loud and mercury cathodes.1
B. Anodic Processes.
A theoretical insight into this part of the electrolysis of
organic compounds is much loss clear than in the case of cathodic
processes.
The pun* action of oxygen is in every way comparable with
that of hydrogen. Only a greater variety is here possible,
because ozone us well as oxygon can be formed. At platinum
electrodes, for instance, the formation of oxygon occurs at 1.08
volts as measured with a hydrogen electrode* at zero value,
and that of ozone at 1.07 volts. Moreover, the great suscepti-
bility of the carbon compounds towards oxygen, as already
alluded to, which may easily lead to their complete destruction,
and the grout number of oxidation phases to which each molecule
may in a greater or less degree be subject, render difficult an
insight into the electrical oxygen, actions.
It has already been mentioned that the excess potential
phenomenon occurs also with the oxidation phenomena. Thus
it is possible to conyert p-nitrotolueno into p-nitrobenzoic acid
at loud-peroxide anodes, while at platinum anodes only the
alcohol is formed. It still seems inexplicable how this peculiar
adion of the anode material takos place. The simplest yet
sufficient, explanation is to jissumo that the anode, is capable of
influencing eafalytieally the oxidation process an well as the
formation of molecular oxygon. If the first process Ls acceler-
ated and the second retarded, we obtain the excess potential
by which tho evolution of oxygon occurs only at a higher
potential. InvcTHfly, the oxygen and ozone formation can be
nmdo rovorsible, and the* oxidizing action decreased.
A further complicating moment in electrolytic oxidations,
HHoppoMni to rodwtionH, ia the* variety of possible ionic actions,
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